
Deliver the best user experience
Dailymotion provides you a ready-to-use video solution with unlimited
upload, transcoding, hosting, and bandwidth usage
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Dailymotion Enterprise meets all your needs in terms of Video.  

Dailymotion's video platform dates back to 2005. Our global scalability 

and video expertise - we support over 3 billion views per month - allows us 

to meet all your video needs. We provide you a ready-to-use solution with 

unlimited upload, transcoding, hosting, and bandwidth usage. Your 

monthly or yearly fee is based on the number of video plays you generate. 

No setup fees or hidden costs according to your needs!

We are presenting
Dailymotion Enterprise

As a part of Vivendi, a 15 billion turnover group, Dailymotion is a global video distribution platform and video player
technology provider with a unique team of 250 engineers working on the best-in-class video solution on the market. 



Easily upload, transcode, host, and distribute
your videos across your different properties.
For unlimited uploading capacity, transcoding,
hosting, and bandwidth, pay a pre-established
fixed monthly or yearly fee based on the
number of videos plays you generate with no
hidden cost

Stream high-quality LIVE and VOD at top
speed thanks to our lightweight and fast
loading video player. 

Track and optimize your video
performance thanks to our advanced
analytics tools. View statistics in real time
on your Dailymotion account or through
our reporting API .

Get help from our 24/7 Support if you
have any product or technical question,
such as catalog migrations or API
integrations. 

Customize our video player to better
convey your brand's image. You will benefit
from a fully white-label video player by
adding your brand's logo and colors.. 

Easily manage your video on your account.
Disable the monetization, geo-localize, and
share videos to a restricted audience by turning
on private mode or using password protection.
You can also publish videos in public mode and
benefit from Dailymotion's global audience! 

All inclusive

LIVE & VOD Analytics Support 

Customization Video CMS

Features: You can have it all



A comprehensive solution 
suitable for any business 

ALL INCLUSIVE

Easy upload without limits Hardware assisted transcoding Adaptive streaming across device
Effortlessly update without limits. Ongoing
uploads can be preserved and resumed for at
least 12 hours, even in the presence of
interruptions

Publish videos in minutes with no limits. To ensure
partner's videos are published as soon as possible,
we rely solely on GPU-assisted video transcoding. 

The media layer in our player implements an advanced HLS
protocol client, and features like stream redundancy and
bitrate auto-adjust are available out-of-the-box to deliver
the best user experience from any device, anywhere.



Ad-free, customizable 
solution to fully control 
your strategy

CUSTOMIZATION & VIDEO CMS

Our ad-free, white-label player allows you to choose the 
color, type of buttons, or even player behavior such as 
sound, auto-play, video recommendation, etc. to match 
with your branding. Customers can also tailor distribution 
strategy to make videos visible to limited audiences 
through our CMS.



Secure & easy Livestreaming
LIVE & VOD

Any live stream ingested on the Dailymotion
platform can be recorded, automatically
generating on-demand content on the same
channel. Even during live broadcasts, short
highlights can be extracted from the DVR
window and published as on-demand videos.

CREATE VOD CONTENT INSTANTLY

Capture, encode and distribute your live stream cross-device and own the entire workflow. 

Dailymotion offers a "dual-path" live ingest 

feature, where partners may actually push the 

same live feed twice to set up a main and a 

backup Livestream. If the main Livestream 

encounters a problem, we fetch the backup 

stream, offering a seamless experience to users.

SECURE LIVE INGEST



Comprehensive data to 
understand your performance
Easily manage your content and gain insights into content 
performance with an advanced analytics dashboard. Simplify 
hosting with a robust API and developer-friendly SDKs.

ANALYTICS 

REAL TIME ANALYTICS CUSTOM DATA & REPORTS

FLEXIBLE ACCESS 3RD PARTY ANALYTICS

Performance stats in real time &
real-time player API events are
available.

Data can be filtered and segmented
across multiple dimensions. Reports
are available in csv. format.

Customers can access from CMS
or through our reporting API
based on your needs.

Player events can be integrated into
your Google Analytics



Get help from our 
teams of experts

SUPPORT 

GENERIC
INQUIRY 

TECHNICAL
ISSUE 

HELP ON THE
GROUND

OPERATIONAL
ADVICE

Dailymotion has teams of experts ready for you to assist with technical 
support 24/7 and operational help on the ground level across the world.
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Unlock the full potential of video 
Interested in our product? Fill out the form and we'll get in touch with you!
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